A mathematical model to simulate the cardiotocogram during labor. Part B: Parameter estimation and simulation of variable decelerations.
During labor and delivery the cardiotocogram (CTG), the combined registration of fetal heart rate (FHR) and uterine contractions, is used to monitor fetal well-being. In part A of our study we introduced a new mathematical computer model for CTG simulation in order to gain insight into the complex relation between these signals. By reducing model complexity and by using physically more realistic descriptions, this model was improved with respect to our previous model. Aim of part B of this study is to gain insight into the cascade of events from uterine contractions causing combined uterine flow reduction and umbilical cord compression, resulting in blood and oxygen pressure variations, which lead to changes in FHR via the baro- and chemoreflex. In addition, we extensively describe and discuss the estimation of model parameter values. Simulation results are in good agreement with sheep data and show the ability of the model to describe variable decelerations. Despite reduced model complexity, parameter estimation still remains difficult due to limited clinical data.